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OFFICE OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES CAUCUS LEADER  

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
Dear Health Sciences students,  

Ashley and I are extremely excited and humbled to represent this incredible faculty 

within the Student Representative Assembly (SRA). We acknowledge that we are only in our 

positions due to your unwavering support and trust in our capabilities. Both of us have come into 

our elected positions with great enthusiasm, passion and dedication. We hope to empower Health 

Sciences students and continue the sense of pride within our faculty and the MSU. 

 Ashley and I have similar platforms and visions that we would like to achieve this year. 

We hope to focus on promoting the McMaster Student Union’s (MSU) outreach and integrate the 

MSU more into the Health Science community. In doing so, we plan on popping both the “MSU 

Bubble” and “Health Sci Bubble.” We also wish to continue the communication and strong 

relationship we have with the Bachelor of Health Sciences Society (BHSS) and the MSU to 

ensure that the concerns of Health Sciences students are properly addressed. Ultimately, we have 

created a plan that is shaped by the incredibly diverse ideas of Health Sciences students that 

undoubtedly share common themes.  

Firstly, we want address student life and student space particularly through working with 

the Health Sciences Library (HSL) in hopes of implementing improvements and upgrades in the 

near future. Furthermore, we would like to promote opportunities to become more involved in 

the MSU and the BHSS through peer support in order to empower more Health Sciences 

students. Through efforts such as posting bi-weekly updates on Learnlink, hosting events for 

student feedback amongst many others, we aim to make the MSU more transparent and address 

the barriers which may prevent Heath Sciences students from becoming involved.  

All things considered, we are looking forward to be the change with all your support and 

hope that you are just as enthusiastic as we are for the upcoming year.  

Regards,  

David Lee  

Health Sciences Caucus Leader 

McMaster Students' Union 

srahealth@msu.mcmaster.ca 

 

 

 

GOALS 
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Objective 1 Burst the “MSU and Health Science Bubble”  

Description It is clear that there is some difficulty in engaging the Health Sciences community in 

becoming more involved in the McMaster Student Union. We would like to support 

the Board of Directors in creating more inclusive MSU by doing our parts as SRA 

Health Science Representatives. 

Benefits - More opportunities for Health Sciences (BHSc) students to grow as student 

leaders and pursue interests they are passionate about  

- Increase diversity of Health Sciences students in the numerous services the 

MSU provides  

- Allow Health Sciences to step out of their comfort zone and take on new 

challenges they otherwise would not have taken due to feelings of 

intimidation or not having enough experience 

Difficulties - Engaging students to apply for positions can be tough as there are numerous 

advertisements constantly being promoted  

- Most likely would need to address the culture within Health Sci and advocate 

for change through numerous initiatives  

- Numerous events and novel promotion needed in order to maintain student 

interest  

Long-term 

implications  

- Health Sci students are able to connect outside of their own faculty and 

contribute meaningfully through the McMaster community 

- Change a culture often perceived as “exclusive”  

- Eliminates numerous barriers which prevent students from excelling in their 

extra-curricular    

How? - Support the Board of Directors in their initiatives in promoting an inclusive 

MSU  

- Host workshops for Applications (similar to Spark Applicant Workshop) that 

is specific to Health Sci students in December or January or February when 

all the jobs open up. 

- Constantly promote job/volunteer opportunities in the MSU via Learnlink 

and social media  

Partners - Board of Directors  

- Other SRA Representatives  

- Student involved with Services  

- BHSS  

 

 
Objective 2 Increase Transparency  

Description Health Sci students seem to be unaware of the structure of the MSU and the issues 

which affect their daily lives. Students seem disengaged and confused about the 

various operations of student governments.  

Commented [vpad1]: Maybe looking into having an 
oppurutnities fair in December or January or February when all the 
jobs open up. You can partner with the nursing caucus  
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Benefits - Awareness and educating students is the first step in having more Health Sci 

students engaged in the MSU  

- Attract students to advocate for student concerns   

Difficulties - Proper promotion in order to have students interested 

- Communicating effectively in order to ensure that the information being 

provided is easy to understand and correct  

Long-term 

implications  

- Having students aware about the operations of the MSU and even the BHSS 

will empower them to apply for position to be involved in these 

organizations  

How? - Continue posting SRA Minutes on LearnLink  

- Provide reports on issues that affect student life (ie. MSU Budget 

Infographic, Homecoming Proposal)  

- Weekly posts on social media in order to inform students about the going-ons 

on all things MSU, BHSS and SRA  

Partners - BHSS  

 
Objective 3 MSU Peer Support/Mental Health For Health Sciences Students 

Description Many of the peer support services at McMaster are underutilized by Health Sciences 

student in Nursing and BHSc partly due to the fact that many students are unaware 

that these resources are available to their disposal. Mental health is a particular focus 

for the BHSc program due to the rigorous nature of our curriculum; there have even 

been mandatory courses which focus on promoting mental health. We would like to 

continue to in this direction and emphasize the importance of mental health by 

showcasing the numerous peer support services the MSU provides and also facilitate 

meaningful conversation with this event.  

Benefits - Engage with students so that they are more aware and knowledgeable about 

the Peer Support services the MSU provides  

- Possibly host the event in high traffic areas for Health Sciences and Nursing 

students  

 

Difficulties - Promoting Mental Health in a way that will engage and interest students 

- HSL Booking procedures and perhaps costly 

- Having a good amount of services in this event that will attract students  

Long-term 

implications  

- Perhaps an annual event  

- Sends a message that mental health is a priority that we want to focus on  

- Allows Health Science students to further integrate to the MSU  

How? - Collaborate with SRA Nursing in brainstorming and planning this event  

- Contact MSU Services in order to gauge interest and feedback  

- Find a proper time that will be allow students to attend this event  
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- Advertising to all stakeholders  

Partners - SRA Nursing  

- SHEC  

- PSL   

- QSCC 

- Diversity Services  

- WGEN  

- MACCESS 

 
Objective 4 Promote the MSU to First Years and First Year Workshops  

Description First year is a tough time – coming to a completely new environment is an extremely 

difficult time for many. Most MSU positions that are reserved for first years (ie. 

SHEC, FYC) usually come out in September but many first years are still adjusting 

to McMaster. Moreover, the MSU is an integral organization at McMaster that many 

first year students are unaware of.  

Benefits - Promoting the MSU will allow for more first years to apply to opportunities 

where they could further excel 

- Several first years are interested in applying for positions but are intimidated 

since they feel intimidated – having an upper year teach them on how to 

create a strong application will help overcome this barrier  

- Engaging with first years entering the program via the Handbooks will allow 

them to become more aware and knowledgeable of the MSU services and 

business units  

Difficulties - Coordinating with current Welcome Week Coordinators in order to bring a 

Handbook that is comprehensive and easy to understand  

- Having students interested   

Long-term 

implications  

- A section in the Handbook dedicated to the MSU  

- Having awareness of the MSU to all incoming first year Health Science 

students   

How? - Work with Welcome Week Coordinators and Faculty Offices in putting this 

information in the Handbook   

- Communicating with Welcome Week Handbook Head  

Partners - BHSS and MSU Partners creating this handbook  

- Health Sci Welcome Week Coordinator  

- Health Science Faculty Office  

 
Objective 5 Gender Representation and Diversity in Leadership Positions  

Description There is an undeniable lack of women and diversity in elected student government 

position at McMaster. Out of the 13 positions, the incoming BHSS executives is only 

composed of 3 females. In the MSU, there are still barriers which prevent others 

Commented [vpad2]: Any MSU partners in creating this 
guidebook  
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from running campaigns due to intense scrutiny by the public. McMaster prides itself 

in having a diverse campus, a progressive culture and we should also reflect that in 

our student politics. Most executive roles in the BHSS were acclaimed – we should 

aim to address this apathy/unawareness.  

Benefits - A more inclusive culture that allows all students to feel welcome to pursue 

leadership roles  

- A more diverse student government that is able to represent McMaster 

students from all backgrounds and walks of life  

Difficulties - This is  will probably take several years as it requires a cultural change  

- Changing the model of how we advertise elected position may take several 

years of work 

Long-term 

implications  

- A student government that is able to connect to more students on campus 

- Most students feel as though they are able to run for these positions without 

feelings of inadequacy and fear of discrimination  

 

How? - Work with BOD and other stakeholder to help identify why there are barriers 

present  

- Compile data on BHSS and SRA diverse representation and release a survey 

in your own faculty or ask students why they don't run for higher level 

positions 

- Identify areas which need improvement (ie. Awareness of the roles, 

advertising etc…)  

- Encourage more students via peer support  

Partners - BHSS  

- BOD  

- MSU Wants You Working Group  

 

 

 

 

 

Long-term planning 
 

 
Overarching 

Vision (what is 

the ultimate 

goal?) 

Improvement and Upgrades to Health Sciences Library  

Description Health Sciences Library is used by a majority of Health Sciences student and has 

become an integral part of a Health Science student here at McMaster. There have 

been some concerns and ideas brought by others to improve HSL. We would like to 

Commented [vpad3]: If we are speaking specific to your 
faculty, compile data on BHSS and SRA diverse representation and 

release a survey in your own faculty or ask students why they don't 
run for higher level positions  

Commented [vpad4]: I would put MSU Wants You as a Partner  
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improve and expand the current structure to be more functional for student needs and 

also address the high demand of student space during exam season.  

Benefits - More study space for students especially for off campus students 

- Student feedback will be the basis for all of these improvements in order to 

ensure that the concerns of all students who use HSL will be properly 

addressed  

Year 1  - Continue communication with HSL Director in releasing a survey for 

students in order to garner feedback  

- Report ideas based on this survey and have a clear timeline in which we can 

implement these changes   

Year 2  - Hopefully have improvements and upgrades established before the end of 

Year 1 or at the start of Year 2  

- Some upgrades that we have in mind are: longer hours, charging station, 

revisiting the online booking system for HSL study rooms which appears to 

be taken advantage of  

Partners - Health Sciences Library Staff  

- Communications Officer  

- MSU President   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOALS to strive for 
 

 
 

List 5 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of September 
- Have initial meeting with HSL Director in order to have the survey ready to be released by the 

start of the academic year  

- Work with Welcome Week Coordinators to have a specific section which showcases the MSU in 

the First Year Handbook  
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- Continue advertising MSU job/volunteer openings on social media and LearnLink  

- Have a clear and extensive plan on engaging more students for the Fall Term on student issues 

(ie. Referendum)  

- Work with SRA Nursing to have a plan for the Peer Support Event  

List 5 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 
- Have all student feedback collected from HSL Survey – have a plan on addressing the student 

concerns  

- Engage with first years and advertise the MSU during Welcome Week  

- Continue in engaging students on the going-ons in the MSU and also BHSS  

- Publish a comprehensive report on the MSU Budget and also decisions in the BHSS budget 

- Host applicant workshops for first years and others interested   

- Continue to keep Health Science student informed about opportunities and identify the barriers 

which prevent others from applying (possible establishing an SRA specific committee in the 

BHSS if there is a high interest in students)  

List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd) 
- Have Peer Support Event with SRA Nursing and also events which involve trying to increase 

MSU participation from constituents (ie. Referendum Sessions)  

- Continue to work with HSL Staff in implementing upgrades and improvements  

- Promote SRA General Elections and BHSS Elections so that there is larger turn out – encourage 

potential candidates to run for these positions  

- Work with the BHSS in continuing to increase transparency of student government  

- Continue engaging more students and empowering them to be involved in the MSU  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Master Summary 

(calendar and checklist) 

 
May  Work on the Year Plan  

 Contact HSL Director  

 Work with Welcome Week Coordinators on the First Year Handbook in 

order to promote SRA and the MSU  

June  Contact HSL Director  

 SRA Training  

Commented [vpad5]: Nursing had something in their year plan 
about partnering with you on presidential elections and hosting a little 

debate in ur space so i would think about that  
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 Brainstorm ideas for Peer Support Event with SRA Nursing  

 Continue to work on First Year Handbook with Welcome Week 

Coordinators  

July  Meet with HSL Director to have initial discussion on the survey  

 Continue to work and polish the MSU/SRA section on the First Year 

Handbook  

 Continue to promote MSU positions available and publish SRA meeting 

minutes on LearnLink  

 Continue working with SRA Nursing on Peer Support Event  

August  Finalize plans in incorporating more first years to be involved with the MSU 

with the Welcome Week Coordinators  

 Continue to work with HSL Staff in releasing a survey at the start of the 

academic year  

 Continue to advertise the MSU  

 Plan with SRA Nursing on Peer Support Event and discuss potential ideas 

September  Advertise SRA Office Hours and have conversations with BHSS in order to 

brainstorm ideas in engaging more students (possibly establishing an SRA 

Council like last year)  

 Plan with SRA Nursing on Peer Support Event 

 Launch HSL survey and promote the survey 

 Host MSU Applicant Workshop for First Years  

October  Continue advertising SRA Office Hours and outreach to Health Sci students 

about the MSU 

 Planning stages and contact/meeting with stakeholders for the Peer Support 

Event  

 Continue distributing HSL survey to students  

November  Continue to advertise SRA Office Hours, publishing biweekly meeting 

minutes and budget reports  

 Continue to attend BHSS meetings  

 Continue planning with SRA Nursing  

 Continue advertising HSL Survey  

 Look into potential barriers in getting students involved in the MSU and 

BHSS – support BOD in “popping the bubble”  

December  Continue SRA office hours and publishing minutes 

 Continue plan with SRA Nursing and contacting stakeholder-  hopefully 

have everything finalized for 2nd Semester (if not have the event towards the 

end of November before exams)  

 Gather results of HSL Survey and analyze the results of the survey with HSL 
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Staff  

January  Continue promoting SRA Office Hours and engaging students about the 

MSU and BHSS  

 Host Peer Support Event in HSC Atrium (if not in late-November)  

 Plan on improving and implementing HSL upgrades based on feedback from 

HSL Survey  

February  Continue promoting SRA Office Hours and engaging students about the 

MSU and BHSS  

 Promote SRA General Elections and MSU Seats on Committees  

 Plan on improving and implementing HSL upgrades based on feedback from 

HSL Survey 

March  Continue promoting SRA Office Hours and engaging students about the 

MSU and BHSS  

 Promote SRA General Elections and MSU Seats on Committees  

 Plan on improving and implementing HSL upgrades based on feedback from 

HSL Survey 

April  Continue promoting SRA Office Hours and engaging students about the 

MSU and BHSS  

 If possible incorporate changes to HSL such as increasing hours during exam 

time  

 
 

Commented [vpad6]: Overall, I think the year plan is very good. 
You guys have a great year ahead of you and I think this is a very 

realistic year plan. I would just think about some of the comments I 

made and make the corresponding amendments to the year plan.  


